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PREPARE FOR UNCERTAINTY – MAKE YOUR BUSINESS RESILIENT WITH ILAND SECURE DRAAS AND ZERTO

Unplanned downtime from natural disasters, ransomware attacks or outages are

Industry Leading

the biggest availability threats to an organization. Preparing your business for
disaster events starts with combining the right people, processes, and technology
to ensure a quick and successful recovery. iland and ZERTO help you to transform
your business into a resilient organization by providing you with an industry

Of Seconds

leading DRaaS solution. iland DRaaS is highly rated by customers, technology
partners and industry analysts (eg. Gartner MQ-Leader for DRaaS 2016, 2017, 2018

Ensures

and 2019).
iland DRaaS with ZERTO allows you to drastically mitigate your data loss and downtime
no matter whether the disruption is a natural disaster, hardware failure, or anything
else that comes your way. Zerto’s continuous data protection unlocks the lowest RPOs

Availability

and fastest RTOs to enable application consistent recovery of whole clusters, multi-VM
applications, or just a single server.

DRaaS MQ Leader

Easy disruption-free testing whenever you like, automated failover/fallback, and a
simpliﬁed DR-management with Runbook Recovery Groups give you the conﬁdence
that your DR-plan works.

2016, 2017, 2018, 2019

ACCELERATE RECOVERY TIME WITH CONTINUOUS DATA PROTECTION
ZERTO`s Continuous Data Protection is based on replication at the hypervisor-level and a unique journaling technology. By keeping a
continuous log of all changes to applications and data with intervals of seconds, thousands of recovery points are created. This granularity
allows you to achieve near-zero RPOs. Entire sites, enterprise applications and VMs can be recovered to seconds before the moment the
disaster happened.
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Negative impact on production performance

Zero impact on production

Complex scheduling to minimize impact on production

No scheduling required

Hours of data loss

Minimal data loss

Signiﬁcant overhead management on storage arrays

Storage saving as no snapshots
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PROTECT APPLICATIONS, NOT JUST DATA – APPLICATION
CONSISTENCY WITH ZERTO`S PROTECTION GROUPS (PG)
Protection Groups allow you to protect enterprise applications
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that span multiple VMs, hosts, datastores or even storage

INCONSISTENT RECOVERY

systems. Recover complex multi-VM application as one logical
entity to the exact same point in time.
Automated Application Recovery assures successful and fast
recovery of entire application stacks by pre-conﬁguring boot-
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order, network and IP address conﬁguration.
Granular Recovery allows you to recover single components,
such as a VM, individual ﬁles or folders from within a protection
group.
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CONSISTENT RECOVERY

EASY DISRUPTION-FREE TESTING WHENEVER YOU LIKE
ZERTO allows you to run orchestrated and automated DR-tests of entire data centers or speciﬁc applications. Whenever you like and initiated
with only four clicks. Time-consuming testing during nights/weekends, involving several IT-teams becomes a thing of the past with ZERTO.
Testing while production is running, without negative impact on performance. As these tests occur in their own seperate sandbox,
there is no impact on replication or protection status.
For any failover-test you can generate reports to document the status of each step in the recovery process, thereby delivering quick
and complete transparency for compliance, auditing and management purposes.
ZERTO supports pre- and postreplication scripts, to enable further automatization of recovery processes. Support of PowerShell and
REST API for further customization.

ILAND DRAAS: FEATURES AND DIFFERENTIATORS
Flexibility: “Many to Many” data replication for all applications and workloads. From on prem, private and public clouds to iland`s
cloud (public/private)
Individual strategies and design: Iland`s DR-engineers help customers to develop a solution that exactly meets their individual
requirement and needs.
Network Flexibility: iland oﬀers unparalleled network ﬂexibility to maintain existing network policies and investments.
Support for legacy systems: integration of infrastructure-critical hardware (ﬁrewalls, USB-dongle servers etc.) and high-performant
systems like SAP. Support in case of challenging licensing agreements.

Multi-Layered Security

Global availability with 11 DCs worldwide

Optional Backup and Colocation

Simple Onboarding & Deployment with support from iland`s DRaaS-engineers

24/7/365 Premium Support

Based on iland`s award-winning Secure Cloud Infrastructure with 100% uptime SLAs
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SECURE CLOUD CONSOLE
iland`s Secure Cloud Console is an award-winning uniﬁed management platform, which provides
management, control and visibility across all iland services (incl. public/private clouds, data
protection, disaster recovery).

Uniﬁed management across all applications, services and resources such as compute, storage
and networking. Detailed performance, security, compliance and billing information.
Ability to manage DRaaS, BaaS und IaaS centrally, including hybrid-cloud environments. Allows
to easily test iland Secure DRaaS without disruption.
Management of security features (ﬁrewalls, anti-virus, patch-management) and compliance
features are directly integrated into console.

DESIGNED WITH COMPLIANCE IN MIND
iland pursues a compliance-ﬁrst approach to data security and
protection. A dedicated compliance team, comprehensive reporting
and certiﬁcations for more than 20 regulatory frameworks (incl. CSA
Gold Star) ensure that your compliance requirements can be met.
iland`s compliance team can answer your questions before, during
and after your cloud deployment and provide the documentation
you need to conduct third-party audits.

CLOUD-SIZING, CONNECTIVITY AND COMPATIBILITY
– with iland Catalyst

To ensure optimized performance, accurate provisioning and detailed cost predictions, iland has designed Catalyst. Catalyst allows to
quickly take inventory of your global environment through VMware vCentre and thereby simplifying the journey to the cloud with complete
strategy and planning visibility.
Model your cloud sizing and capacity requirements based on real-time production data. Quickly see how much storage, compute,
and memory you will need in the cloud.
Leverage a built-in database of real-world usage patterns for accurate modelling of diﬀerent scenarios.
Create custom groups for sizing individual workloads, applications groups, or diﬀerent production sites.
Test your network capabilities with any iland cloud location to ensure an optimized experience. Update workload bundles with
estimates for data seeding or backup change rates.
Predict monthly usage costs using diﬀerent usage scenarios including ad-hoc/disaster events.
Verify compatibility with existing infrastructure (VMware-versions, hardware components etc.).
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CONSUMPTION-BASED ALL-INCLUSIVE-PRICING
The pricing model is based on consumption and is all-inclusive. There are
no hidden costs or fees beyond your quote. Costs comprise of:
Storage

Monthly cost

Cost of the reserved storage for the replication of the virtual
environment

Pay only for
what you use

Cost of the resources consumed by tests/failovers.
CPU

RAM

Pay only for hourly consumption
during a test or failover

Licensing cost (depending on number of protected VMs)
Support, bandwidth, etc. are already included in the costs.
Storage needs depend on your environment and length of data retention.

ILAND SECURE CLOUD SERVICES
iland is a global cloud service provider of secure and
compliant hosting for infrastructure (IaaS), disaster
recovery (DRaaS) and backup (BaaS). iland is recognized
by industry analysts (Gartner, Forrester) as leader in
disaster recovery. The award-winning iland Secure Cloud
Console provides unmatched visibility and ease of
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management for all of iland`s cloud services. iland meets
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the most stringent requirements for security, performance and compliance and provides customers with the
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scale and ﬂexibility they need.

IN&WORK AG
Your Partner for iland Secure Cloud Services in the DACH-Area
In&work AG is an IT-Company based in Zurich and Managed Service Provider (MSP) of iland Secure Cloud. We
have been providing consultancy and engineering services to clients such as MNCs, SMEs and government
agencies for more than 20 years. Our main expertise lies in infrastructure/data management and
B2B-digitalization.
We enable our clients to realise the full potential of the iland Cloud Services by developing individual IT- and
ITSCM-strategies and by optimizing architecture, processes and organisation.
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